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KiryuGoji and Showa attempted to blast each other at full power. Showa and Godzilla began to fire their atomic fires at each other, with Godzilla using the environment to shield himself from Showa, who charged at him, striking him with a club-like tail-base. Shin eventually fired another circle of lightning, and Showa charged at Godzilla, the two firing their atomic fires. Showa finally ran out of energy, and Godzilla struck him with
his tail, before charging at Shin, who dodged his blast, and fired his own missile at Godzilla. Shin meanwhile jumped into Godzilla and KiryuGoji, causing Godzilla to charge up a headbutt, and actually hit KiryuGoji on the forehead, but Godzilla then went to fire an atomic breath at KiryuGoji, who used the suction of Godzilla's mouth to seize Godzilla, and then caused Godzilla to fire a dual-coil of lightning from his mouth, hitting

Godzilla in the eye, and knocking Godzilla off of KiryuGoji, with Shin hitting the floor. Godzilla got back up, and charged at Shin, who made a run for it. Godzilla caught up to Shin, and grabbed him by the neck. Shin was taken away from Godzilla as a ball of electricity, and Godzilla released Shin, who was safely back on his feet, but dizzy and nauseous. Godzilla then used the rocks on the ground to aim some lightning at Shin, as
Shin fired some more, but Godzilla paid little attention to his shots, and fired his own, causing Shin to disappear in a small flash of electricity, with Godzilla also shaking off the effect. Showa Godzilla and Final Wars Godzilla fought with everything they had, the latter trying to rip open his foe's head as he did it. Shin swam backwards, taking it in the chest, barely attempting to move. He then punched Godzilla's jaw, cracking several

teeth, which rammed into the side of Godzilla's head, and began to burrow into his brain. Godzilla roared, and sunk back beneath the water, unable to retaliate against Shin. Shin turned around, happily leaving his disabled foe behind him, heading to GMK, who was struggling to get away from Godzilla's tail, which was still biting into his back and shoulder. GMK backed into the depth of the ocean, where he stopped, his battery
almost dead. Shin pulled him out, but was too late for his arm, which was torn off. Shin quickly covered the stump with a chunk of his tail, and called down an immense shockwave, electrocuting Godzilla's tail. Shin ran forward, grabbing Godzilla's head, and tried to rip it off. To his surprise, Godzilla snapped his head around, and put up an enormous resistance, dodging Shin's claws, but Shin just dug further into Godzilla's skull,

boring a hole through his head. Godzilla roared in agony, desperately clawing at Shin, which left him with so many holes in his body that he was not only unable to strike Shin with his atomic breath, but was unable to move. Shin smiled, and bolted, heaving Godzilla off his limbs, and ripping off his head. Godzilla plummeted down to the surface, taking Shin, still thrashing around, with him. Godzilla then exploded, his energy being
absorbed by Shin, powering up Shin's attacks, until finally knocking Godzilla clear out of the water. Shin took a moment to look around, and then headed back to Godzilla, who made a move to lay a finger on Shin's newly healed tail. Shin drew it back to make his finger hilted, and jabbed it into Godzilla's eye socket, really going for the jugular. The Godzilla roared in agony, falling to his knees, and Shin, kicked him across the ocean.

He drifted along, slowly, until he got to the coastline, where he found a rocky beach, and he crashed down on it, on top of a giant boulder, with a loud THUD. The rest of the monsters, surrounded Shin's body, watching as he slowly did a slow and steady burn. He raised his finger from Godzilla's eye socket, and he, smiled. He looked out at the other monsters, and finally spoke, "Heh... I did it... heh... this... is... for... YOU!... heh...
I'm... done... heh... try... again..." Shin looked at the other monsters. This was a great opportunity. Shin beckoned them to come, and speak their last words, his last word, heh, to him.
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Flawless speed: Godzillas shoulder blades when fully extended
resembles those of a cheetah. His impressive speed allows him to

outrun storms and other atmospheric hazards. His muscles are
stronger than other Kaiju's and his skin can withstand severe dents
and impacts. Durability: Godzilla boasts an impressive and durable
make-up, it can withstand a devastating 7.1-28 TERATON (of TNT)

meteor impact without harm and can still take on Ghidorah in single
combat. Superhuman Reflexes: Godzilla can react faster than the
human eye can register. With an advanced sense of hearing and

eyesight, Godzilla can hear thunder from great distances and
anticipate movements on the ground. 5. Strong as Massive. Godzilla

is a titan of his kind. With 30-foot tall stompers, lizards the size of
three stories, and looming champs that rival King Kong's thirty-foot

ruler, Godzilla has a solid upper hand on the K/D metric. The masses
favor the big boy. Godzilla has Super Strength and Super Stamina,
which combine to allow him to recover from being damaged at a
surprising rate. Uncanny Regeneration: Thanks to his amazing

physiology, Godzilla is able to quickly heal any visible injuries, and
instantaneously regenerate missing limbs. The incredibly rapid pace

of his healing process is so fast that it was only observable by a
specially designed camera, and used to great affect in the 2014

Godzilla. 6. Strongest in the Pantheon: Godzilla is the strongest Kaiju.
He has a score of 724 in the Power Rating. Unlike many other Kaiju,
he is unpredictable in the moment of impact and, due to his giant

size, is dangerous in any condition, especially against a weak
opponent. When two 724 Power-rated Kaiju clash, there is no doubt

who will win. 5ec8ef588b
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